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Abstract: A sample of acid drainage waters generated after rainfall in a dump of low-grade copper ores and mining wastes was tested under 

laboratory conditions to combine the treatment of such waters with the subsequent generation of electricity. This combination was possible and 

efficient due to the fact that the same microorganisms participated in both processes, i.e. in the water treatment and in the electricity generation. 

These microorganisms were heterotrophs related to two main groups: of sulphate-reducing and iron-reducing bacteria. These bacteria were 

anaerobes, with efficient growth and activity at pH within 3.0 – 3.5 using the organic donors of energy and avoiding the precipitation of the 

trivalent iron 
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1. Introduction The extraction of some valuable components (mainly  non-ferrous 

and precious metals but also uranium, iron and some rare 

elements) from sulphidic ores, concentrates and even from some 

mineral wastes by means of different microorganisms, mainly 

chemolithotrophic bacteria and archaea, is largely and steadily 

increased in industrial-scale application in several countries located in 

the five continents. At the same time, most of these activities are 

connected with the generation of acid drainage waters, which apart 

from the sulphuric acid, contain several toxic elements, mainly heavy 

metals, radionuclides and arsenic. Some of these components are 

recovered and used as useful and valuable products. Apart from this, 

the treatment of the residual waste waters by adding some 

biodegradable organic substrates and suitable heterotrophic bacteria, 

mainly such using sulphates and/or ferric ions as electron acceptors, 

can be used for generation of electricity by means of constructed fuel 

cells (Rabaey and Verstraete, 2005; Du et al., 2007; Spasova et al., 

2014, 2016; Groudev, 2015). 

2. Materials and Methods

In this study drainage waters generated during the bioleaching of a 

polymetallic sulphide ore were subjected to treatment by means of 

lab-scale permeable reactive multibarriers. The multibarriers were 

plastic cylindrical columns 40 cm high, with an internal diameter of 

10 cm. The columns were filled with a mixture of limestone (crushed 

to a particle size of minus 10 mm) and a biodegradable organic matter 

consisting of a mixture of spent mushroom compost, fresh leaf 

compost, animal manure and saw dust. The columns were inoculated 

by means of inocula of three types: of sulphate-reducing bacteria, of 

iron (III) – reducing bacteria and of mixed cultures of sulphate and 

iron-reducing bacteria. The microorganisms used in these experiments 

were preliminary adopted to grow and to be active at relatively low 

pH levels (within 3.4 – 4.0) to avoid considerably the precipitation of 

the ferric iron present in the pregnant solutions. These solutions were 

enriched in soluble organic compounds and portions of them were 

used separately from each other in the experiments for electricity 

generation by means of microbial fuel cells. These cells were also 

Plexiglas cylindrical columns 40 cm high, with an internal diameter of 

10 cm. A perforated graphite – Mn4+ anode and a graphite – Fe3+ 

cathode were located in the bottom and in the top sections of the 

column, respectively. The two sections were separated by a permeable 

barrier of 5 cm thickness consisting of a 2.5 cm layer of glass wool 

and a 2.5 cm layer of glass beads. The feed stream, i.e. the effluents 

from the multibarrier, was supplied to the bottom anodic sections of 

the column and effluents passed through the cathodic section and 

continuously exited at the top. Air was injected during the treatment to 

the cathodic section. 

The quality of the waters treated by means of the permeable 

reactive multibarriers and by the microbial fuel cells was monitored at 

the inlet and the outlet of these components of the system for the 

water cleaning and electricity generation. The parameters measured in 

situ included: pH, Eh, dissolved oxygen, chemical composition, and 

temperature. The isolation, identification and enumeration of 

microorganisms were carried out by the classical physiological and 

biochemical tests (Karavaiko et al., 1988) and by the molecular PCR 

methods (Sanz and Köchling, 2007; Escobar et al., 2008). 

3. Results and Discussion

Data about the composition of the polluted waters before and after 

their treatment by means of sulphate-reducing bacteria, as well as by 

means of mixed populations of sulphate-reducing and iron (III)–

reducing bacteria are shown in Table 1. The treatment by means of 

sulphate-reducing bacteria able to oxidize the organic substrates to 

CO2 as a final product was the most efficient. These bacteria were 

related to the genera Desulfovibrio, Desufobacter and Desulfococcus. 

It must be noted that strains related to one and the same genus from 

their group can differ considerably from each other with respect to this 

ability. Another group of sulphate-reducing bacteria (related to the 

genera Desulfomonas, Desulfobulbus and Desulfomicrobium) were 

able to oxidize the organic substrates only partially to CO2 and acetate 

and usually reduced the sulphates at lower rates than the sulphate-

reducing bacteria related to the first group. However, some of the 

strains related to the species of this second group also differ 

considerably from each other with respect to their ability to oxidize 

the organic substrates. 

The strains of iron (III)-reducing bacteria used in this study also can 

differ from each other with respect to their ability to degrade the 

organic sources to energy. These bacteria reduce the ferric iron to the 

ferrous state and in this way decrease considerably the pollution of 

their habitats, especially of these containing large amounts of 

sulphides. 
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Table 1. Treatment of polluted waters by means of different microorganisms 

Parameters Initial contents 

of the waters 

Data about the water after 
treatment by: 

Sulphate-
reducing 

bacteria 

Mixed 
population of 

sulphate and 
iron reducing 

bacteria 

pH 1.85 – 3.74 6.80 – 7.21 6.84 – 7.25 

Eh, mV (+327)–(+541) (-181)–(-268) (-178)–(-284) 

Total dissolved 
solids, mg/l 

3580 - 5940 512 - 1380 532 - 1308 

Dissolved O2, 
mg/l 

1.0 – 1.8 0.1 – 0.3 0.1 – 0.3 

Dissolved 

organic carbon, 
mg/l 

2.3 – 3.7 275 - 523 260 - 509 

Sulphate, mg/l 710 - 1645 170 - 327 181 - 320 

Cu, mg/l 9.5 – 8.2 9.5 - 82 <0.1 – 0.29 

Zn, mg/l 14 - 97 14 - 97 <0.1 – 0.25 

Co, mg/l 3.2 - 14 3.2 - 14 <0.1 – 0.21 

Cd, mg/l 0.1 – 0.5 0.1 – 0.5 <0.1 – 0.3 

Mn, mg/l 4.4 - 18 0.21 – 0.23 0.18 – 0.25 

Fe, mg/l 954 - 1720 3.7 – 7.1 2.6 – 6.4 

The treatment of the polluted waters by means of iron (III)-

reducing bacteria was not very efficient. However, these bacteria were 

also able to transfer electrons from the dissolved organic substrates in 

the anoxic section of the microbial fuel cells via their own respiratory 

chains and extracellular matrix directly to the anode located also in 

this section of the microbial fuel cells. It must be noted that some 

mixed cultures of sulphate and iron reducing bacteria were very 

efficient not only for cleaning of the polluted waters but also for 

electricity generation (Table 2). 

Table 2. Electricity generation by means of different microorganisms 

Microorganisms Power, mW/m2 

Pure culture of sulphate-reducing bacteria: 

Desulfovibrio desulfuricans 

Desulfobacter multivorans 

Desulfobulbus elongates 

Mixed cultures of sulphate-reducing bacteria 

530 – 1040 

374 – 780 

358 – 695 

410 - 910 

Pure cultures of iron (III)-reducing bacteria: 

Shewanella loihica 

Geobacter metallireducens 

Mixed cultures of iron (III) reducing bacteria 

312 – 765 

215 – 615 

345 – 705 

Mixed cultures of sulphate and iron (III)-

reducing bacteria 307 - 810 

 It is also essential to be mentioned that some microorganisms 

related to one the same taxonomic species can differ considerably 

from each other with respect to their ability to generate electricity 

even from one and the same organic substrate under one and the same 

experimental conditions. 

The microbial sulphate reduction in the multibarriers was efficient 

due to the large amount not only of sulphates but also of soluble 

biodegradable organic substrates generated from the initial organic 

matter by the action of the anaerobic heterotrophic bacteria present in 

this system. The high residual concentrations of such soluble organic 

substrates and sulphates in the multibarrier effluents, together with the 

very low residual concentrations of toxic heavy metals, the negative 

electrochemical potential, the neutral pH and the practical absence of 

dissolved oxygen , made these effluents very suitable for electricity 

generation by the microbial fuel cells.  

Conclusion 
Some mixed cultures of sulphate-reducing and iron (III)-reducing 

bacteria are very efficient for generation electricity by means of 

microbial fuel cells. The best strains from these bacteria are 

characterized to and efficient degradation of the organic substrates at 

relatively low pH (about 3.5 – 4.0) which is usually quite low for 

these bacteria 
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